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The discovery of the tubercle bacillus has changed all of
our definitions of the disease. The discovery of a specific
cure may change many of our methods of control, or our
attempts at control. Ultimate control is the aim of all
new methods or measures. The last fight against the
disease will be made by the public health workers of the
world. Changes have occurred both in treatment and in
administrative methods; but always there has been
progress. The question of control, of prevention rather
than cure, naturally appeals to the public health worker.
Minnesota has had some legislation on tuberculosis. It
has been defined as a contagious and infectious disease
and made reportable. A state sanatorium was erected
about five years ago. The legislature authorized the
appointment of a state advisory commission for this
institution. These are some of the things which have
been done looking toward control. Two years ago the
legislature passed

a

bill authorizing counties to issue
bonds for the purpose of erecting tuberculosis sana-
toriums. This, ¡I was thought, would stimulate interest
which would result in the erection of sanatoriums in.
various parts of the state. It failed of its purpose. At
Hie last session, therefore, the legislature passed another
county sanatorium hill with the entirely new feature of
state aid added. The hill also carried with it, an appro-
priation of $500,0(H) fo make the measure effective.

Some of the features of the hill may be of general
interest. It provides that any county or group of coun-
ties, through their hoards of county commissioners, shall
bave the power, with the advice and approval of the
advisory commission of the Minnesota Sanatorium for
Consumptives, to establish and maintain sanatoriums for
the treatment, and care of persons affected with tubercu-
losis. These sanatoriums may be established by a major-
ity vote of the commissioners (if any one county or group
of counties, whenever the cost of construction fo he paid
by the county or group of counties shall not exceed such
a sum as may he raised by a tax levy of not to exceed one

mill on Hie dollar of. the taxable properly of any such
county or group of counties. Whenever the cost of con-

struction shall exceed the amount thai mighl lie raised
by a one-mill lax. then the two questions of (I) whether
or not such sanatorium shall he established and (2)
whether or not such bonds shall be issued to defray any
county's portion of the cost thereof shall lie submitted to
the voters of such county, and the sanatorium shall not
be established unless ¡i majority of I he voters of such
county shall vole in favor of each of the two propositions
submitted lo them.

If the county commissioners of any county shall refuse
to construct such a Si.loriiitn, then, on a petition of not
less than 5 per cent, of I he freeholders of such county,
such question shall be submitted lo the voters, and if a

majority of the voters of such county, voting thereon,
shall vote in favor of constructing such a sanatorium,
then such a sanatorium shall he erected. On the deci-
sion to establish and maintain a tuberculosis sanatorium,
tbe county commissioners shall appoint a commission con-
sisting ol' three members, at least, one of whom shall he
a licensed physician, and whose appointment, before
becoming effective, shall be approved by the State Board

of Health. Such county sanatorium commission shall
have full charge and Control of all moneys received for the
credit of the tuberculosis sanatorium and have full charge
and control of the location, establishing, and maintenance
of any sanatorium. But no site shall be secured and
buildings erected or equipped without the approval and
consent, of the Advisory Commission of the Minnesota
Sanatorium for Consumptives. Before final action is
taken the plans and specifications shall be submitted to
the State Board of Health for approval.

The State Board of Control shall have full power and
control over the construction and equipment of any such
sanatorium. A county or group of counties desiring to
erect a sanatorium shall through their boards of county
commissioners appropriate one half the necessary funds
and deposit the same with the state treasurer. The hill
furl her provides that the amount contributed by the state
shall not exceed $50,000 to any one county, and that
no sanatorium shall he constructed of smaller capacity
than twenty beds.

After their construction these sanatoriums shall he
under the charge and control of the county sanatorium
commission. Preference is to be given to the patient
with an advanced case and to the resident of the local
county, but no person is to be turned away for lack of
means if there is an available bed for his care. In case
there are no relatives who should lie responsible for the
care of the patient, the state will pay to the county treas-
urer of (he particular county the sum of live dollars pel'
week. In counties in which a contract has already been
let, or in which a sanatorium has already been built, the
state shall refund to the particular county a sum equal to
five hundred dollars for each available bed. To carry out
the provisions of the bill an appropriation of $500,000
was made.

Besides Ibis county sanatorium hill the legislature
passed a hill for the better control of tuberculosis. It
requires the reporting of all cases of the disease by physi-
cians. This is provided for in a former law. The law
further says that it shall be unlawful for the authorities
in charge of any penal or charitable institution to care for
any person a 111 ici ei I with tuberculosis in the same room or
ward with other inmates. Another seel ion provides that
the health officer may report to the hoard of county com-
missioners any person afflicted with tuberculosis whom he
considers a menace to his family or the public, and, oil
the approval of the hoard of county commissioners, the
health officer shall have the power to remove such person
and place him in a public hospital or sanatorium in which
he shall remain until discharged by the superintendent of
such institution. This is another way to protect the pub-lic by compulsion in case protection by education has
failed. This wise law would he without effect unless sonic

place were provided where the vicious consumptive could
he restrained. This is met,, however, in the provision by
the state for county sanatoriums.

Another provision of this hill is that no teacher, pupil;
or employee about a school building who is afflicted with
tuberculosis shall remain in or about such building, with-
out a certificate from the hoard of health, or an agent
duly authorized by the board of health, that such person
is in no sense a source of danger fo others. It is a pool'
rule that, does not work both ways,' so teacher and pupil
are treated alike linder this act. It provides for the
proper disinfection of the premises following death ol
removal and for placarding the premises with a warning
notice lo the public until this has been done.. This is
thought to be the first bill providing state aid in the con-
sli notion of county sanatoriums. How well it is to wot»
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out remains to be seen. The provision against the vicious
consumptive is dill'erenf than other laws in that it at least
provides a1 place where the vicious individual may be
restrained.

Pillsbury Building.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. S. A. Knopf, New York: 1 wish to take exception to

a few points in Dr. Hall's paper. First of all, is tuberculosis
a contagious or a communicable disease? In the law he cited
it is called a contagious disease. Contagion comes from the
Latin contingere, to touch. Is the mere touch of a tuberculous
individual sufficient to transmit the disease'/ In New York
we make-a distinction between a contagious and a communi-
cable disease, and I really believe that it is most unwise to
classify tuberculosis with leprosy or small-pox, which are
really contagious diseases. By calling tuberculosis contagious,
we increase phthisiophobin, which is n disease in itself and
productive of much harm and misery to the antituberculosis
worker as well as to the patient. I hope that the law will be
revised and that the word "contagious" will be replaced by
the word "communicable." 1 hope that, Dr. Hall will make
a little more clear what he really means to do with the vicious
consumptive. At (he Riverside Hospital-Sanatorium, in which
1 muí senior attending physician and into which we receive
patients from all classes of society, some of them forced in,
we occasionally find it difficult to restrain the refractory
patient who does not wish to stay. The hospital is situated
on ¡in island and escapes are rare, but sometimes a patient
will attempt to swim across. I should be most grateful to
Dr. Hall if he would tell me what they do with the consump-
tive patient who voluntarily expectorates on the lloor and who
behaves badly in other ways, such as fighting with his fellow
patients, using abusive language, etc. It was stated that,
disinfection should take place every time a patient dies. I
should like to ask the speaker whether if would not also be
a wise thing to inquire, once in a while, where and how the
initient lives. 1 believe that we are neglecting that feature
of prevention. H is well and good to disinfect after the patient
has died; but, sometimes consumptive patients live a long while
and in the meantime have a chance to infect many apartments;
hence, I believe that the disinfection of the domicile should
be periodical and not only after removal at death. In the
antituberculosis campaign wc must always bear in mind that,
wc arc not to combat the tuberculous, but tuberculosis, which
is a disease of the masses, and to combat it successfully we
must have the combined action of a, wise government, well-
trained physicians and Intelligent people—that is to say, the
citizens at huge.

Dil. V. C. VauGHAN, dit., Detroit.: There are three distinct
types of tuberculous individuals with which we have to deal.
The first is the advanced consumptive, who is a source of con-
tagion to others, but is necessarily confined to bed; conse-

quently, the area which is infected at any time is limited in
extent. Persons of this class should, of course, be cared for
in hospitals for the tuberculous. These hospitals should be
slate institutions located at some remote part of the state or

the community in which the individual lives. Patients with
advanced cases are glad to go to hospitals, provided that these
hospitals arc easy of access to their friends and relatives.
This is a very important point, which evidently has been taken
into consideration in connection with this law. The second
type of case causes the greatest trouble — the moderately
advanced tuberculous person who goes from place lo place
giving fhe infectious material and who continues to be a
source of infection over a long period of years. These
patients, of course, require sanatorium treatment,; but it, is
Impossible to build hospitals of sufficient extent to providefor them during the remainder of their lives.. The hospital
should be used as a (raining school for these patients. They
should bi' taught there how to prevent the spread of infection
to others and how to take care of themselves in institutions
of this sort, and then they should be returned to their homes,
and the public health authorities should demand that they

follow the instructions which they have received. The third
class, which we arc finding more and more frequently, is made
up of patients with incipient or early tuberculosis. These
persons are not infectious; they never cough; they never
 will cough; and yet when the public-school teacher goes out
from a sanatorium for tuberculosis to resume her vocation,
she cannot find a position because she has been an ¡innate of
a tuberculosis institution. This is a practical point and
one arising constantly. In Detroit, I have even allowed such
persons to refrain from reporting that they have been in
institutions for the care of the tuberculous. The physician
who will not allow anyone who has ever received treatment
in an institution for tuberculosis to enter a family and per-
form certain household duties is partly to blame for this.
That is going too fur and is one of the things that keeps us
from reporting all our cases.

Db. Walter J. Makci.ey, Minneapolis: As a member of the
State Tuberculosis Commission appointed by the Governor
for the purpose of studying conditions and recommending
legislation, 1 had something to do with the framing of these
laws. In planning for institutions for the tuberculous we
had in mind the need of popularizing the sanatorium treat-
ment of flic disease. We must, remove what Dr. Knopf and
(ilhcrs call "phtliisiophobia" and teach the people (hat hav-
ing tuberculosis is not so awful. We have felt (hat (he clause
in the law referred to providing for compulsory removal from
the home should be administered very cautiously, but that
its enforcement will be required in some rare instances. In
.Minnesota we wish to make these institutions, near the homes
of the sick, attractive in every woy so Hint patients will
desire to go and remain as long as necessary. Furthermore,
these sanatoriums will no doubt be—and they must be, if
they are to meet the purposes for which they are intended— ,

educational institutions in (lie communities in which they
are established.

Db. .1. N. HüBTY, Indianapolis: It is well to view every
question from every angle. A soldier, who was addicted to
nioj'phin mid whisky, came to me and wauled relief. He
told me that he had little care for his old age; that he could
dissipate and plunge into all manner of excesses because the
country would take care of him at the Soldiers' Home. 1 lind
I liât (he miners prefer to have small-pox, if they can have
only a mild attack, in order to have two weeks' vacation at
the expense of the state. They like quarantine and court it.
Are we not liable sometimes to take too much care of the
afflicted and of (he unlit? Are we not putting a premium on
the very conditions we are combating? To what will this lead?
Insanity is increasing in my state, in which wc have five greatinstitutions, costing a million dollars. It costs $2,000,000
annually to lake care of our insane and other defectives
We must now build a sixth insane hospital. Are we to keep
on building institutions and doing nothing to prevent disease?

In Indiana during the last decade we have prolonged
tin' duration of life of the insane eight years through the prac-
tical application of hygiene. Thus by our kindness and mercyand charity we have put forty thousand years more of burden
on the shoulders of the citizens of Indiana. It seems to me
sometimes that we are only increasing charity conditions.
There is much talk about an old-age pension. If we give
these pensions indiscriminately, just because a person has
reached the age of 05 or 70 years, 1 believe that we will lie
in danger of increasing dependency and immorality; but if we
give an old-age pension to those who arrive at a certain age
in a certain stage of health, without syphilis, and immorally
acquired diseases, wc will be taking a step in the direction «if
prevention.

Db. Otto P. Gkieh, Cincinnati: If quarantine against small-
pox is worth while, quarantine and forcible detention against
tuberculosis is certainly worth while, for it is a much more
dangerous disease. Cincinnati has, I believe, as broad a pro-
gram of prevention as any city. We have there the second
highest death-rate from tuberculosis of any city in the coun-
try. Over a thousand people die every year in Cincinnati
of tuberculosis. The Anti-Tuberculosis Longue has conducted
an active campaign expending about twenty-five thousand dol-
lars a year. We are building new additions to (he Tubercu-
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Insis Hospital. We now have bed capacity for three hundred.
We ¡ne building shacks and a detention ward. 1 want (o
emphasize (he value of a detention ward. The superintend-
ent of the hospital staled in his 1012 report that the forty
thousand dollars expended last; year on the tuberculosis prob-
lem was largely masted because the average slay of the greater
percentage of the patients was less than forty days. This
percentage was made up of the riffraff of the town, the unem-

ployed and unemployable, who were serious sources of infec-
tion when they went back to saloons and cheap tenement
houses.

I)i!. 0. IlAMi'so.N ,Ionios. Baltimore! A similar law was

framed in Maryland two years ago, but our legislature did
not see fit to puss it. It differed from the présent law only
in the point that we have a central government in the board

—

¡i commission appointed by the governor several years ago—in
charge of all the hospitals. I think that it will be thought
best always tu have one doctor on the several boards manag-
ing hospitals. Forcible detention is oftentimes really a great
necessity, but, as a rule, the number who go voluntarily to
the hospital is so great that wc need not bother about the
ol hers.

I think that one phase of our work is really wrong. Tin;
:-o called incipient, case is cared fur by the state or by the
local communities. While I should not like to prevent any
early case of tuberculosis being cared for by the city and the
'lule. yet. I think that, inasmuch as the state and cities are

working for (he protection of the public, they ought to do that
which is lb«, greatest protection for the public, namely, segre-
rate the tuberculous.

Dr. L. S. B. Robinson, St. Paul; Dr. Knopf has asked the
question, "How can we control unruly patients?" One method
is illustrated by n case recently reported to me by one of our
nuises. The patient was a man with a large family of chil-
dren; he was careless regarding sputum, ugly and uncontrol-
lable, lie was permitted to become drunk and then arrested
on a charge of disorderly conduct and committed by the judge
for sixty days lo the hospital, instead of to the workhouse.
When he <icts out he will be rcarrrstrd and recommitted unless
he «.¡ves promise of behaving himself.

Db, S. A. Knopf, New York: I believe that Dr. Jones is
mistaken about the danger of the advanced case and the non-

danger of the early case. The patient with (he advanced cas;'

may, 1 grant, produce more tubercle bacilli, but he is usually
confined to four walls or ins apartment,while the patient with
the early or moderately advanced case is the typical bacilli
carrier and distributer, lie expectorates countless bacilli.
and. if he is careless, he is a much more dangerous person
than the patient confined to his bed or room. Both élusses
of patients should be taken care of and rigorous precaution
<.lerning their spot inn should lie insisted on. To allow
patients to become drunk in order to control them might be
a pleasing pastime, but. it would be rather expensive lo the
community; New York would, I am sure, not wish lo have the
hospitals spend money thai way. To tic serious, let us rather
try another method and make the hospitals for the advanced
discs so attractive and treat (lie patients se veil that they
will be only too glad to remain within them. Let us make
(lie institution for the advanced cases not a place of despair
bill ¡i place of hope. To this end I would plead that ¡ill
so called hospitals for • consumptives be called liospita l-sana-
toriums as I designated the Institution mi North Brother
Island. It is called the Riverside Hospital-Sanatorium, .Many
patients have the ¡den that In go to a sanatorium means In

get well
—

to eo to the hospital means to die. The hospital-
sanatorium should he built near the city so that the patients'
friends can sei' them frequently. Lei us treat the advanced
cases with the utmost kindness ¡mil consideration; make them
feel that the hospital-sanatorium is a true home, in which it
is even pleasant to die, if they have to die. and there will
he no difficulty ill filling our liospita I -Sanatoriums for advanced
eases.

Db, Liston II. Montgomehy, Chicago: In certain instances
of pulmonary tuberculosis a hereditary condition prevails, I
believe, ¡is well as a contagious or infectious element. Why

use the word communicable? I think that this term is less
understood by the laity, and given less value,', than the term
contagious; hence less reliance or less care will be used in
taking precautionary mensures to prevent the. spread of the
disease lo others, than would be used if they were taught that
the disease is contagious and infectious. Why do we disinfect
¡nid fumigate (he premises of a patient who has died of
tuberculosis, if contagion or infect ion is not present? Although
1 refer to tuberculosis as being hereditary in certain enses, I
know (bat this is not the popular scientific view nowadays;
hut how are we going to get around the fact that a mother
in an advanced stage of pulmonary tuberculosis gives birth
to a child that lives perhaps a few weeks and is found at
necropsy to have a well-marked tuberculosis? Call if. pre-
disposition in the child or susceptibility if you will, but to
me if appears to be- an undeniable fact that the disease was

directly transmitted to the child from the mother; hence
I have never been convinced that the disease is not heredi-
tary. I do not wish, however, to be understood to say that
it is always hereditary. Be this as it may, how is it that
within the last few years we are drifting toward the science
Of eugenics?

Db. Civ L. KlEFEB, Detroit: At. first, when I talked to lay
audiences about these diseuses. 1 believed in calling them all
communicable. Now I believe in calling them all contagious;
as we go along in (he belief (hat all of fhe diseases arc spread
by contact directly or indirectly (and you can make the term
indirectly just as broad as you wish to), I believe that it
is better to have one term. We ought not to try to mystify
the people whom we are frying to educate by usine different
descriptive adjectives for the dill'ercnf diseases, so long as (he
result wc are living (o attain is to sonic extent dependent on
the adjective wc use. In New York, Dr. Knopf says the
adjective in the law is eniiiniunicnble; in Michigan, the adjec-
tive used in the law is infectious, and in Minnesota it is
contagious. If wc use the word contagious, the very fact that
the disease is described as contagious teaches flic people some

of the tilines that we are preaching, that they must not come
and stay in close contact with a tuberculous patient,, that
they must not sleep together, in short. that they must not
do the Ihines that will spread the disease, bring the discus«'
to them, by contact. If. seems to me contagious is a' good
word, and thai it would be well (o let it, stand.

Db. S. A. KNOPF, New York: If we should not make any
distinction, if everybody should he taught that tuberculosis
is contagious and (hat they should avoid coming in contact
with tuberculous patients, where are we going to draw the
line? Where are we going to get nurses and the help needed
in sanatoriums and hospitals? We may even have difficulty
in getting doctors. To be liable to contract tuberculosis one
must be strongly predisposed, on the one hand, and, on the
other, constantly exposed to the inhalation or ingestion of
(lie tubercle bacilli. There is enough phthisiophobia rampant
now, and wc would better teach that tuberculosis is not a

highly contagious but only a communicable disease and that
(he honest consumptive is not a danger to his fellow men.

Du. ,1. W. Tbask, Washington. I). C. : 1 do not think thai
(he statement that Hie fear acquired by many persons of con-
tracting tuberculosis would make it difficult (o get nurses or
in otherwise care for the sick or convalescent is entirely in
accordance with the facts. Little, if any, difficulty is found
in securing nurses for other infectious diseases, even for the
most dangerous contagious ones, For many years those inter-
ested ¡u die campaign against tuberculosis have endeavored
to create in the minds of the people a wholesome fear of and
respect for the disease, believing that it was only through
the development of this fear and respect that people could he
brought to properly protect themselves from infection; that,
only by this means could proper precautions he secured in the
average home; that fear of the disease was necessary to keep
the sick from sleeping with the well, to cause a proper dispo-
sition of the sputum and also proper cleanliness of dishes
used by the sick. This fear of tuberculosis is a thing that
has Intentionally been fostered for sometime and has undoubt-
edly been of great assistance. I believe it to be a necessity
in the successful fight which civilized nations are waging
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against the disease. If this fear at times creates hardship
it is unfortunate, but must be expected. If the household
in employing servants rejects nil applicants who appear to
have tuberculosis, an occasional injury may be done. If
those working together in an office glance suspiciously at a
coworkcr who has become emaciated and afflicted with a

chronic cough, a hardship may occasionally be inflicted. In
developing this necessary fear of the disease it is impossible
(bat each person shall acquire just Hie right kind of fear and
shall know just when to fear and when not to fear. To be
effective the fear will usually need to be greater than that
actually merited by the characteristics of the disease and ils
tendency to infect persons. The control of (he disease will
probably be much more readily accomplished with too great
fear in (he minds of the people than with too little fear.

Db. I'. M'. U.M.I.. Minneapolis: Wc used the three words—
contagious, infectious and communicable

—

in the same bill;
thus we did»away with (he finer distinctions as to these
various terms. I used the word contagious as a mal 1er of
convenience. My own belief regarding the vicious consump-
tive is that sanatoriums should be made so attractive that
the patient will come voluntarily. Still, I believe that wc

should have the power to remove the vicious consumptive.
We provide in the law for disinfection following death, and
removal of the living patient from one place to another. If
the patient dies in the place where he was taken sick, we

disinfect thai place. The large cities of fhe country to-day
are taking care of the hulk of contagious diseases. The idea
is to bring the sanatorium to the consumptive in order that
he may be near his home. The question of slate aid was sug-
gested by the fact that many of the counties in the slate are

poor, and that the slate could wisely spend money to combat
this disease. We must get away from the idea that we are

going to get rid of consumption on a cheap basis. It, may
cost a little more money to conduct n sanatorium of a hundred
beds, proportionally, than one of 250 beds; something will
have been gained in the way of education if the sanatorium
is established in a county near at hand, where the people will
learn from the institution (hat it is (heir duty to care for
¡in infectious disease in their own immediate neighborhood.
The consensus of opinion at present is (bal the death-rate
from tuberculosis is decreased in proportion lo the increase
in number of beds. There is probably no city in the world
that-, has done more effective work and with more definid',
positive results, than the city of New York: and New York
to-day has a proportionately larger available bed supply than

any other city. In the slate «if Minnesota at present there
are less (ban four hundred beds; and yet we hnve an annual
death-rale of almost three thousand. Think of trying to meet
these conditions with less than four hundred beds.

An advisory commission has definite supervisory control
of all of these county sanatoriums. The idea was to place
the management in a commission near at home; but the
advisory commission has supervision of the county commission.
Provision for the pay for free patients by (be state is insured

by the regulation that the state pay five dollars per week,
in case the advisory commission certifies that the institution
is properly operated and conducted.

An Inexpensive Efficient Sputum-Cup. An inexpensive spu-
tum-cup, (o be used in an ordinary holder, may be made of
ordinary while liber manila paper, folded and dipped in hot
paraffin, which, hardening immediately on exposure to the air,
glues (he overlapping edges and gives support to the box.
Water healed to 1(10 F. will not penetrate a box made in this
manner. Water at ordinary temperature will remain in them
until it evaporates. Sputum-boxes may be made in this
manner at a cost of 8 cents per hundred. The advantages of
such sputum-boxes are: 1. They are inexpensive. 2. They
afford employment for convalescing patients who make them.
3, Since they are white, the faintest tinge of blood is readily
observed. 4. Para din being highly combustible, the destruction
"' ¡my bacteria present is assured, when the used cups are

burned.—RoBEBT M. ALEXANDER, M.D., First Assistant Phys-
l('ian. State Asylum for Chronic Insane, Wernersvillc, l'a.

DETACHABLE SCALPEL BLADE
J. A. Matlack,oM.D., Longmont,Colo.

In attempting to use safety-razorbladesinsurgicalworkI

hfound a stock razor bladazorth ade with a straightcutting
edge is not practical. Such a blade if

heldintheusualposi-tion will have only the distal corner incontactwiththe

flesh and will tear rather than cut, especially ifusedintheideeperpartsofawound.Ifthedetachablerazorbladeist

deeper parts of a wound. If the detachable razor blade is to

bedapted to the susurgeon's scalpel narily
made s ordied withmadecannotbeusedwithentiresuccess,butmustbespe-

cially ground with a roundedextremityor"belly"asinthe

usual type of scalpel. The accompanyingillustrationshowstheinstrumentasIhavemodifiedittomeetthisrequirement.

the instIment modifiedeet this requirement.

hnfyjkl

Previous references to this subject will be foundinTheJournal,Dec.28,1912,p.2325;Jan.4,1913,

p. 67, and April 19, 1913, p. 1245.3,
p6aApril1p1245.

FRACTURE ANTERIOR SUPERIOR SPINE OE
ILIUMOFOILIUMT FROM IN

Charles Auer,M.D.,Bronx,N.Y.
House Surgeon, LincolnHo

The infrequency of this injury from indirect violence and
the ease with which it may be overlooked, warrant a report
of its occurrence.

On June 20, the patient, J. J., aged 23, took three steps
forward, kicked violently at a football and missed it. He did
not fall from the force of the kick, but immediately felt weak
on his right side when he attempted to walk. After some

manipulation of the leg by friends, he was able, by limping,
to walk, and came by himself to the hospital, suffering little
pain except on sharp forward flexure of the thigh. The family
and previous history of the patient were negative. He was a

laborer in a motor-vehicle shop, doing much heavy lifting.
On examination the patient appears to be a well-developed

young man with powerful muscles. There is nothing remark-
able in his physical condition except locally. On inspection,
the skin over the anterior spine of the ilium is slightly
depressed; about 3 inches below the injury there is a slight
discoloration. On palpation over this site the lingers find
a point of tenderness and orepitus. Crepitus is obtained also
by' extending and Hexing the patient's thigh. The fragment
may be indistinctly felt displaced about 1 inch downward and
apparently attached to the anterior libers of the tensor fasciae
femoris.

The diagnosis was confirmed by roentgonoseopy.
With (he thigh flexed and slightly abducted, the fragment

was replaced and held by means of a broad band of adhesive
plaster passed tightly around the pelvis.

Treatment of Boils.—I have, used the following mixture in
my practice for seven years:

gm. or c.c.

Lie,, potaesll arscnitis. 012 n_ 11J
Liii. l'crri peptonati cum men-

gano N. i<\, <i. s.ad 6(0 3J
'Phis is a dose. Take after meals.
The taking of H ounces of the mixture has resulted in a

prompt cure in every case, with no return of the boils.—Lehoy
IS, Chapman, M.D., Warren, Pa.

The Blind Leading the Blind.—Teaching sex-hygiene by peo-
ple who do not even know the definition of "sex" is about on

a level with quack advertisements of cures for all ills.—Buf-
falo Sanitary Bulletin.
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